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EASIER THAN ROBBING A BANK:
THE SOCIAL ENGINEERING 
FRAUD EPIDEMIC
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Social Engineering Fraud

• What is social engineering fraud?
The act of psychological manipulation of people into performing actions or 
divulging confidential information. 

Trickery or deception being used for the purpose of fraud

• Begins with a simple phishing email attempt
Opens the “Front Door” for a scammer

• How strong is your “Human Firewall”?
Only one click away from compromise

SOURCE: SOCIAL ENGINEERING FRAUD LOSS PREVENTION
Lowers Risk Group White Papers Series – 2015.
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Social Engineering Fraud

• Most Scams Follow this Four-Stage Method:

Information
Gathering

Relationship
Development

Exploitation Execution

SOURCE: SOCIAL ENGINEERING FRAUD LOSS PREVENTION
Lowers Risk Group White Papers Series - 2015.
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Social Engineering History:
1925 – The Great Eiffel Tower Swindle Times Two
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Social Engineering History:
1978 – The Bank Heist – Robbing A Bank The Really Hard Way
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Social Engineering Today
Business Email Compromise Schemes

Company Officials Silent on How Much Email Scam Cost Organization 
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Business Email Compromise
Exploiting Human Trust

• Quickly becoming one of the costliest fraud 
threats to organizations and a loss leader for 
Crime Insurance carriers

• Victimizes organizations of all sizes and across all 
industries

• Humans are the weakest link in the security chain. 
Preys on human behavior: the inherent desire to 
do good and be helpful

• Employee is duped into wiring funds by an 
imposter. Highly effective for scammers.

• Three main avenues for impersonation:
vendor, client, and employee

• Recent S.E.C. Investigation into IncidentsSOURCE: BUSINESS EMAIL COMPROMISE THE $26 BILLION SCAM
Federal Bureau of Investigation IC3 PSA - September 10, 2019
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Business Email Compromise
Example Fraudulent Wire Instruction Email
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Business Email Compromise
Latest Trends
• 616,349 reported incidents since June 2016

• $26,201,775,589 in exposed financial loss

• 100% increase in identified global exposed losses 
within the last year alone

• Losses reported in all 50 states & 177 countries

• Banks located in China & Hong Kong most common 
wire destinations

• Recent increase in wires sent to banks in the United 
Kingdom, Mexico and Turkey SOURCE: BUSINESS EMAIL COMPROMISE THE $26 BILLION SCAM

Federal Bureau of Investigation IC3 PSA - September 10, 2019.
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Available Insurance Coverage
Crime Insurance Trends

1999 2019
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Available Insurance Coverage
Crime Insurance Policy

– Pre-2014: Traditional crime insurance policies did not contemplate SEF/BEC 
threats

– November 2014: First social engineering coverage endorsement introduced

– 2019: Coverage offerings vary by carrier but general themes include:
• Endorsed as a separate Insuring Agreement/Coverage Form
• Offered at a Sub-Limit (i.e. $100k or $250k)
• Higher limits available in some cases
• Subject to an additional premium
• Coverage wording may include a “Callback Verification”
• Loss of property is often times excluded
• Supplemental underwriting application specific to exposures
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Social Engineering Fraud
Current Claims & Litigation Environment

• Computer Crime-ish Scenarios
– Which Insuring Agreement is triggered?

• Recent Investigations:
– Hotel has a funds transfer loss via other 

approved method of verification
– Hospital’s verification was actually to the 

scammer
– College failed to make the required 

callback
– A real estate agent’s work laptop is stolen 

from her car

• Case Law Summary
– The good, the bad and everything in 

between
“To pay, or not to pay a Claim –

That is the Question”
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Case Study #1 – Vendor Request to Change Bank

• Facts: Private Company | <300 employees | <$100M revenues

– The controller of a private distributor of component parts was responsible for 
making regular payments to overseas vendors from which the company 
purchased product for resale in the United States. After many months of 
working with the vendor and receiving regular shipments, the controller 
received an email which appeared to come from his contact, indicating that 
the vendor’s bank was having issues with accepting payments, and asked if 
the next payment could be made to a new bank. The vendor was located 
overseas, making verification a challenge. After some pressure was applied by 
the supposed vendor, the invoice was paid by wire transfer. The following 
month, when the real vendor realized that their best customer was late on their 
payment, an investigation determined that an imposter had been socially 
engineering the company into believing that the change in bank information 
was authentic. In the end, almost $2.5M was handed over to the fraudster.
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Case Study #2 – Fake President Scam

• Facts: Public Company | >5,000 employees | >$500M revenues

– The regional CFO of a subsidiary of a large, publicly traded company received 
an email purporting to be from the assistant to the CEO in the United States. 
The email requested that the CFO transfer a large sum of money immediately 
to facilitate covering a tax payment in China. When the CFO questioned the 
request, a follow up phone call was made to the CFO, assuring him that the 
proper authority was granted, and that it had come “from the highest levels” 
within the organization. With intimate knowledge of company policies, and an 
official looking letter “authorizing” the transfer on company letterhead, the 
CFO wire transferred the money. The scam was detected after another 
attempt made at transferring funds was stopped by the company’s bank. 
After recovering only a portion of the original wire transfer, the customer 
suffered a $4MM loss.
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Case Study #3 – Illegitimate Client

• Facts: Private Company | <50 employees | <$50M revenues

– A business manager handling bill payment and bookkeeping services for 
a client received an email purportedly from their customer, inquiring 
about her balance and availability of funds for a wire transfer. The email 
included details regarding the scope of services that were provided, as 
well as information about other transactions that had recently been 
performed. The wire was to go to an offshore account, purportedly for the 
purchase of a new piece of real estate. After answering his client’s 
questions, the client purportedly authorized the wire of funds to the 
account requested. After noticing some activity in the client’s spam 
account, the client grew suspicious and contacted their bank, requesting 
the wire to be stopped. Unfortunately, no part of the wire could be, and 
all $800k was lost.
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Case Study #4 – Executive on Medical Leave
• Facts: Public Company | >3,000 employees | >$250M revenues

– A fraudster posing as the CFO of a manufacturing company sent a phishing 
email to the company’s Accounts Payable Manager directing her to initiate a 
wire transfer from the company’s corporate bank account at ABC Bank to an 
account at XYZ Bank in the amount of $800k. As the CEO was out on extended 
medical leave at the time, the AP manager was unable to confirm directly with 
her and, having no specific reason to question the directive, effectuated the 
wire transfer immediately. Days thereafter, the same false sender sent a second 
directive to the AP manager to initiate another wire transfer for $3.1M. At the 
time of the second wire transfer request email, the CEO, who was then in the 
hospital, received a call from ABC Bank inquiring as to the validity of these 
unusual wire transfer activities. Following this conversation with the bank, they 
were able to claw back the second transfer in its’ entirety, thereby mitigating 
further loss associated with this email scam. Thus, the loss was limited to the first 
transfer of $800k.
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Social Engineering Fraud
Loss Prevention

“Trust, but Verify”

#1 Control
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Social Engineering Fraud Prevention
Recommended Controls

– Do not allow any wire transfer to occur based solely on email communications. Be especially diligent to verify email 
addresses are accurate when checking mail on mobile devices

– Confirm requests to wire/change banking information by using phone verification as part of a two-factor 
authentication; use previously known numbers, not the numbers provided in the email request

– Consider using passcodes known only to both parties in a proposed wire/change to banking instructions - and that 
are not contained in email communications

– Color-code or add banners to emails based on whether they are transmitted from employee/internal accounts or 
non-employee/external accounts

– Conduct end-user education and training on the threat and how to identify a phishing email and follow-up with 
frequent phishing tests including all employees

– Create and publicize detection and response protocols for any employee who suspects an attempted or successful 
incident. Response time is critical! SOURCE: SEC Special Report: Rampant Business Email Compromises Require Reassessment 

of Internal Accounting Controls - The National Law Review - October 22, 2018.
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Social Engineering Fraud Loss Response
Recommended Steps to Take

– Contact the originating Financial Institution as soon as fraud is recognized 
to request a wire recall or reversal as well as a Hold Harmless Letter or 
Letter of Indemnity

– Immediately file a compliant with the FBI’s Internet Crime Complaint 
Center (IC3) www.ic3.gov and also alert your local FBI office

– Notify your insurance broker(s) and put your crime and/or cyber insurance 
carrier(s) on notice of the incident being discovered

– Save all messages and evidence associated with the incident

http://www.ic3.gov/
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Social Engineering Fraud
The Future?

The Underwriter’s Perspective

The Risk Manager’s Perspective

The Claim Attorney’s Perspective



QUESTIONS, ANSWERS & DISCUSSION
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